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Although some time away, plans are afoot
for the club’s next fly out event, for Sunday
January 2nd. Suggestions for possible destinations and / or competitions are most welcome. The suggestions so far are either
Haverfordwest, or weather-failing, Weston
airport. But again, suggestions are welcome.

event proved beneficial to those who travelled. One pilot completed his first cross
country flight in almost three years; the others managed to refresh some of their navigation skills. And thanks to the nice folk in
Kerry for offering us such reasonable rates!

Three of the club-based aircraft travelled to
Kerry last month; not bad considering that
many aircraft were either in far flung destinations, such as Karlsruhe (see photo gallery), or in maintenance, and all-in-all the
EI-EMV seen taxying at Kerry.

New Club Website Coming Soon
Here’s a sneak preview of the club’s revamped website, due to be
launched later
this month.
Member Laura
Russell has
contributed a
considerable
amount of time
and effort into
making the site
more visually
pleasing, and
the club should
no doubt benefit. So a huge
‘thank you’ to Laura!

ticular, are more visually pleasing, whilst also
highlighting
much more of
the club’s activities than the
current / old
site. Also, there
will be a new
‘member’s
area’ with
documents
such as flight
plans, checklists, GAR
form, links to
aircraft booking etc.

Also, there will be a profile of members, and
The main changes which you will see are that volunteers for this section would be apprecithe site in general, and the homepage in par- ated.

Waterford Aero Club

A Note from the CFI

Last month, in an attempt to
encourage contributors to
the newsletter, we offered a
I hope you are all well.
1hr 737 simulator voucher
to the author of the best subThis month, I would like to
mitted story. Alas, no story
draw your attention to a
was submitted. Therefore,
slight change to the dispatch form and tech logs
And finally, as the hangar the editor has taken the dewithin the club.
doors are again functional, cision to co-offer the
voucher to members Dick
and the weather unsettled,
Cole & Ollie Dowling, who
As some of you may have please remember to close
to date are the only memnoticed, anyone taking an all doors if you think you bers to have contributed.
aircraft must now enter the may be the last person to
And thanks again to Atlannumber of touch ‘n goes
leave the clubhouse.
tic Air Venture in Shannon
into the dispatch form.
for their ongoing support!
Thank you and safe
Also, should you be going flying!
on a cross country flight,
Brian
you also need to enter the

Hello again,

Brian Power,
Chief Flying Instructor

737 Competition

number of flights onto the
form.

End-Of-Year Clubhouse Party
Okay, so at this early stage, we are trying event whereby it will be closed to those
to organise a party on Saturday, Decem- members who have not paid (well) in
ber 18th in the clubhouse (and trying not advance!
to use a certain seasonal word too soon).
It has been quite a few years since the
Anyway, two options exist—either a fin- club has had such an event, so hopefully
ger food buffet, including
this will come to pass.
the usual stock of cocktail
sausages, chicken gouRumours are already rife
jons, sandwiches, wedges,
as to who will be the
which would cost apclub’s Santa Claus!
proximately €10 per
head—or alternatively, a
And please, please,
roast dinner for approxiplease, can someone volmately €20 per head.
unteer to help with the
Members will supply their
organisation , so the reown booze.
sponsibility doesn’t fall
upon the usual suspects
So please make your opinions known.
who already do enough around the club!
Although the clubhouse is available to all
members at all times, this will be a rare

Andrew Power’s CPL Blog
Club member Andrew Power is currently training for his CPL in Florida. He’s keeping a regularly-updated blog
(diary) at the following website address;
http://andrewpowerjaacpl.blogspot.com/
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Club’s Fueling Facility

The Fleet is Complete

As you all know, the club has in recent times
invested a considerable amount of money,
time and effort into the installation of our
own fuel facility. In addition to the obvious
advantages of such a facility, the system also
allows the club to accurately measure the fuel
burn of its aircraft, and the quantities used by
other club-based aircraft.

The club once-again has a full complement of
three aircraft. Also, as you may know, the
currency requirements have been reviewed
(information on the club’s booking facility—
www.e-allocator.com).

When this system is not respected, it is a huge
inconvenience and requires a considerable
amount of work to rectify.

Also, as mentioned by Brian Power in last
Tecnam: €119 per tach
month’s column, a night-time rating might be hour.
of interest to members now that the evenings
are closing in. Night-flying really is a brilliant
experience!

Members are reminded that they should only
use the fuel key/fob appropriate to the aircraft
being fuelled. Under no circumstances should
a member use a different key / fob.
And when a problem does arise, remember
that the overseeing of the fuel facility depends on a member who is merely volunteering his time!

Club to Sell Vouchers at
City Square

Current Prices:

Warrior: €140 per tach
hour.
Cheapest Rates in
Ireland!

Dishwasher Dodger of the Month

The aeroclub has secured space to sell
flight vouchers in City Square Shopping
Centre before a big festive event in December (were desperately trying not to mention
it directly!).

Brian O’Keeffe

So the club will have a stand and hopefully
two or three members at anytime to help
with the sales push, and in general, increase
the profile of the club locally. And guess
what!? Volunteers would be most welcome.

Next Month: it could be you!



Craig Healy

Congratulations
Congrats to member Cordula Hansen
who recently successfully completed
all her ATPL exams. Cordula now
intends on completing her hourbuilding with the club.
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Welcome to New
Member

Welcome aboard!

Photo Gallery—Memory Lane
Two photos of club member Dick Cole. Last
month, Dick wrote about a
trip to the Jersey Air
Rally. In these photos,
Dick is pictured at the
Rally in 1970.

In the photo on the left,
Dick can be seen on the
right.

Below, Dick in a scene
resembling ‘Catch Me If
You Can’.

Club-based aircraft
N781CD pictured at
Karlsruhe Baden Baden
Airport in Germany on
13/09/2010, with member Chris Hennessy
climbing aboard prior to
take off back to Waterford.
Photo: V. Young.

EI-DJM pictured at Kerry airport
on 12/09/2010. Right: Ryanair
B737-800 taxying past.
Left: Club member Calvin Bates
who made the trip to Kerry.
Bottom Left: Garmin 296 showing EI-DJM on short finals to
Kerry’s runway 26.

Members (LtoR) Dick Cole, David Timpson and Chris Hennessy pictured alongside N781CD at Old Buckenham / Norwich
(EGSV) on September 1st last, prior to continuing onwards to Southend (EGMC).

From L to R, Dick Cole, Peter
Tawse, MJ Shiel and Chris
Hennessy and seated (!) Frank
O’Sullivan enjoying the sunshine on the balcony on
02/09/2010.

Victor Young (right)
seen supervising the
refuelling of N161FF by
Tom Mackey
19/09/2010.

Member Andrew Power pictured next to clubbased C-310 at Teuge Airport (Netherlands) /
EHTE on August 24th last.

Breakfast Fly In 2010.
Photos: Ollie Dowling

